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2 different Climate Change Expo Ideas



The Climate Expo Process Template

1) Whole Class Learning. Rather than splitting the class into small groups to 
jigsaw, I teach the whole class each of the topics. 

2) Students pick Groups of 1-2 people (Mini Posters) or 2-3 (Full Posters).
3) Student Groups decide on topic of interest based on experiences from whole 

class learning and work on posters together.
4) Younger students are invited to come and see the Expo during science class 

times.
5) Younger students circulate and visit older students who present their posters 

and ask them questions.  They receive stamps on a “passport” for each 
poster they visit.  

6) We wrap up the Expo with appreciations and hopeful explanation of the 
butterfly effect - small changes students make can provide big differences in 
the future of our planet.



The Projects
Mini Poster (one 90-minute class period)

● Printed out a variety of pictures that 
corresponded with the lessons that students 
had experienced.  

● Student groups chose the picture they wanted 
and glued it to a folded over construction paper 
to make interactive poster

● Rough drafts written collaboratively in 
notebook and checked (quickly!) Template 
provided for learners who needed writing 
support. 

What’s Happening In This picture?

What does this have to do with Climate Change?

What are 2 things you can do to slow down climate 
change?  

● Final copy, catchy title and decorations on Mini 
Poster

Full Poster (two-three 90-minute class periods)

● Presenters engage younger visitors in hands 
on-activity related to energy or electricity 
project

● Poster corresponds with energy transformation, 
pros and cons, opinions

● 3 question “exit ticket” for younger visitors
● Rough drafts written on separate worksheets 

tailored to specific experiments. Checked for 
content.  

● Posters made on mini trifold boards to save 
space.

● Presenters given time to work on a “script” to 
engage visitors and share responsibility

● Pictures selected by groups and printed by 
teacher. 

https://www.officedepot.com/a/products/241108/Flipside-Mini-Corrugated-Project-Boards-20/#Specs


Mini Poster Examples



From Big Poster Expo


